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There may also be an issue when managing local employees. Thus new products generally emanate from high
income countries and, over time, orders begin to be solicited from lower income countries and so a thriving
export market develops. For example, is something beautiful? An orange grove will mature after five years.
Czinkota, Ronkainen, , p. Whereas in China, the company launched a beer with a lower alcohol content as it is
a Chinese tradition to make many toasts cf. Foreign Markets differ in some ways but they are similar in some
other ways. The most favoured nation concept MFN , whereby each country agrees to extend to all countries
the most favourable terms that it negotiates with any country, helped reduce barriers. However, ft has to look
to its laurels as Zimbabwe is rapidly beginning to develop as another source of flowers and vegetables,
particularly the former. The detail involved in this intricate transaction will be explained in later chapters. The
gain of experience is not so easy to evaluate directly, then is evaluate indirectly as is made in this paper.
Rising protectionism in recent years has given impetus to late starters to establish production facilities in target
markets. This discussion on international infrastructure concludes the factors which have led to
internationalisation. That also interacts with Apples approach of focusing on a limited number of products in
order to prevent a mediocrity of the products cf. The coup brought an end to months of political uncertainty,
following annulled elections in April , which left Thailand without a functioning parliament. Even though
local adaptation is crucial in some cases, many firms were successful in following the standardization
approach of marketing. Whilst losing out on temperature vegetables courgettes etc to lower cost
Mediterranean countries, it increased its share in French beans and other speciality vegetables significantly
getting direct entry into the supermarket chains and also Kenya broke into tropical fruits and cut flowers - a
major success. The so-called Rice Burger was born cf. In other words, the bridge may involve a whole set of
utilities afforded to the end user time, place and form , and add value at each stage of the transaction.
Introduction Market analysis is an important instrument in assessing the attractiveness of a particular market,
since it is utilised to decide whether to enter a foreign market in terms of international marketing strategy.
Kenya, emerged as a major supplier of high quality sweet peppers, courgettes and French beans and a major
supplier of "Asian" vegetables okra, chillies etc. Joint venturing, with its added infrastructure, may lead to
rapid progress. These will be expanded on later in this text. Cateora, P. Herkenrath, , p. The Boston Consulting
group observed that as an organisation gains experience in production and marketing the greater the reduction
in costs. It should include a history outlining how the situation evolved to its present state, and an analysis of
trends in order to forecast where it is going.


